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Objectives. See Lesson objectives O'Brien, Jamie, 262 O'Brien, Tim, 282, 283 Observation: data gathering by, 25; of the Dot Round technique, 185; Radar/Be Seen Looking technique for classroom, 387–392 Occurrence at Owl Creek Bridge (Bierce), 257 Off-task behaviors: Art of the Consequence Technique to manage, 406–412; Firm Calm Finesse Technique to manage, 403–406; Least Invasive Intervention Technique to manage, 395–403; Make Compliance Visible Technique to manage, 393–394; 100% Cycle of Techniques to manage, 387–412; Reflection and Practice on managing, 421; Strong Voice technique to manage, 412–416; Useful Tools to manage, 422; What to Do Technique to manage, 417–420 Offline rewriting strategy: Firm Calm Finesse Technique to manage, 403–406; Show Call technique use of, 295 100% Cycle: Art of the Consequence Technique, 406–412; building high behavioral expectations using the, 387; Firm Calm Finesse Technique, 403–406; Least Invasive Intervention Technique, 395–403; Make Compliance Visible Technique, 393–394; Radar/Be Seen Looking Technique, 387–392; Strong Voice Technique, 412–416; What To Do Technique, 417–420 O’Neil, Ana: Art of the Consequence video on, 410; Brighten Lines video on, 213–214; as one of the Uncommon School teachers, 16 O’Neill, Patricia, 122 Ott, Sarah, 376, 409 Out-cue (Turn and Talk), 327–328 The Outsiders (Hinton), 273–274 Own and Track technique: acting on the data and Culture of Error using, 77–79; phrases to use with, 80; Tracking, Not Watching technique used with, 78 Pacing: Cold Call technique used for, 250; color-coding handouts for lesson synergy with, 146–147, 153; consequence delivery principle on, 410; description of what it is, 199–206; Double Plan goal of lesson synergy with, 146–149; managing the illusion of speed when, 210; Reflection and Practice on, 231–232; review of the strategies for, 230–231; teaching transitions used for, 201–232; Useful Tools for, 232. See also Time management Pacing case studies, 232 Pacing skills: impact on student attention by, 200–201; the transitions between activities type of, 206; types of activities type of, 200 Pacing techniques: All Hands, 214–220; Brighten Lines, 211–214; Change the Pace, 201–210, 230; Every Minute Matters, 224–229; Reflection and Practice to use with, 231–232; Useful Tools to use with, 232; Work the Clock, 220–224 Packet designs. See Lesson packet designs Pair discussions, 324–335 Parson, Amy: manage the pause (Slow Call) used by, 259–260; Turn and Talk out-cue used by, 327–328 Participation ratio: Cold Call technique used for backstopping your, 250–251; description of, 19, 313; think ratio versus, 234–235, 240–241/fig; video on teaching for, 241–242 Pastore, Patrick: Control the Game practice of, 179; Habits of Discussion used with Cold Call by, 318–319; his practice of using different subject areas in packets, 62; Radar/Be Seen Looking technique used by, 388/fig–389/fig; sample of his flexible lesson packet design, 80; showing his bright face to his class, 405 Pastore's Perch, 389/fig; 390 Pencils moving strategy, 301–302 Pepper technique: building energy and engagement using the, 274–275; Radar/Be Seen Looking technique used with, 392 Phantom of the Opera reading lesson, 179
Picasso Museum (Barcelona), 2
Plan for Error technique: acting on the data using the, 60–62; planning for specific errors strategy for, 62–63; planning reteach time strategy for, 63–64
Planned to the Detail strategy (Engineer Efficiency), 363–364
Planning: for Break It Down technique, 270–272; Precise Praise technique, 447; Reflection and Practice on, 152–153; for the Show Call technique, 309; teaching techniques used for, 132–151; Turn and Talk technique planning guide for, 339; unique nature of teaching techniques used for, 131–132; Useful Tools for, 153
Planning techniques: Begin with the End, 132–137; Double Plan, 62, 143–151; 4Ms, 137–140; PostIt, 140–143; Reflection and Practice used with, 152–153; Useful Tools for, 153
Plausible anonymity, 429, 448
Please/thank you, 404
Point-to-point movement, 366
The Politician dance move, 392
Pollak, Derek, 100
Positive Framing technique: guiding while motivating students, 426–433; Strategic Investment technique used with, 370; strategies and examples for using, 427–432, 447–449; using the, 9; What to Do technique used with, 427
Positive group correction, 398
Positive reinforcement: as about actions and not traits, 434–435; Emotional Constancy technique for, 92–93, 405, 439–442; Joy Factor technique for, 442–445; No Opt Out variation by adding a “star,” 99; Positive Framing technique for, 9, 370, 426–433, 447–449; Precise Praise technique for, 302–303, 433–437, 447; Warm/Strict technique for, 344, 438–439. See also Motivation; Praising
Post It technique: Draw the Map: Floors on the classroom seating, 141–142/fg; feedback received when using, 142–143; planning for success using the, 140–143
Powell, Paul: Every Minute Matters back-pocket questions used by, 227–228; Show Call video on, 292
Practice: At Bats to provide students with, 188–190; Do It Again technique for additional, 373–376; guided practice/guided questioning (GPGQ) activity, 204–205, 207, 230; independent practice (IP) activity, 205, 230; provided to students in order to learn routines, 373–376; Strategic Investment technique use of pretend, 368. See also Reflection and Practice; Student learning
Praise risk-taking strategy: Culture of Error technique, 71–72; example phrases for using the, 81
Praising: differentiating acknowledgment from, 435–436; objective-aligned, 435; positive versus negative tone when, 434; Precise Praise technique to give, 302–303, 433–437, 447; private individual precise praise (PIPP), 401, 437; props used for public, 372, 377, 379; resetting procedures and routines and precise, 271; of student risk-taking, 71–72; when to provide privacy for, 436–437. See also Feedback; Motivation; Positive reinforcement
Precise Praise technique: Build Stamina technique used with, 302–303; to differentiate between acknowledgment and praise, 433–437; planning tool for, 447; positive versus negative tone, 434
Prime the pump strategy, 302
Pritchard, Taryn: Do Now markups used by, 55; Do Now technique used for math lesson, 163/fg–164; Double Plan and use of market-up packets, 150, 151, 153; Tracking, Not Watching practice by, 47
Privacy: giving consequences while providing illusion of, 412; private individual correction (PIC) given in, 400; private individual precise praise (PIPP) given in, 401, 437; when to provide during feedback or praising, 436–437
Private individual correction (PIC), 400
Private individual precise praise (PIPP), 401, 437
Problem solving: Break It Down technique to help students with, 268–274; Call and Response type used for, 263–264; Stretch It technique used for, 109–116
Procedures: definition of, 352; Engineer Efficiency for executing key classroom tasks, 361–365; example of class discussion use of, 352; modeling and describing, 367; point-to-point movement used to teach, 366; providing students with practice to improve, 373–376; Reflection and Practice on, 377; Strategic Investments for turning them into routines, 365–373; tips for resetting routines and, 371; transferring ownership to students, 368, 370; Useful Tools on, 377–379. See also Routines; Systems
Prompting: Art of the Sentence technique, 309; Build Stamina technique, 309; Call and Response group, 265; follow-up question for, 114/fg; Habits of Discussion ground rules for follow-on and, 318–319; nondirective versus directive, 113–115; nonverbal, 114/fg; Stretch It technique, 112–115; for student reflection on writing, 285; Wait Time prompting of thinking skills, 247. See also Cues
Prompting thinking skills, 247
Props: criteria required for, 272; description and application of, 272; six ideas for, 377, 379
Purefoy, Shadell (Noel), 100
“Pygmalion” study, 89
Q
The QB dance move, 392
Question delegation strategy, 338
Questioning: assessing self-monitoring using objective, 33–34; building ratio through, 239–278; data gathering by, 25; prompting with follow-up question, 114/fg; six categories of Stretch It questions used for, 109–111; Targeted Questioning technique for, 34–39. See also Cold Call technique; Hand raising; Reflection and Practice; Student answers
Questions: back-pocket, 227–228; follow-on or follow-up, 114/fg, 218–219, 318–319
Quick Is King strategy (Engineer Efficiency), 362–363
Radar/Be Seen Looking technique: be seen looking dance moves when using, 390, 391–392; be seen looking using, 390–391; Pepper technique with, 392; preventing nonproductive behavior using, 387–392; the swivel by teachers as foundation of, 388ffg–389ffg; video clips on, 390, 392

Ragin, Kelli, 166–167

Rally killers, 219–220


See also Academic Ethos

Ratiobuildingtechniques: Art of the Sentence, 285–289; BatchProcess, 336–338; Break It Down, 268–274; Build Stamina, 299–303; Call and Response, 262–268, 276; Everyone Writes, 282–285; Front the Writing, 303–307; Habits of Discussion, 316–324; Pepper, 274–275; Reflection and Practice to use with, 276, 308; Show Call, 290–299, 309, 435; Turn and Talk, 12, 206, 242, 324–335; Useful Tools to use with, 276–278, 309; Wait Time, 244–249, 276–278. See also Cold Call technique

Ratray, Rue: Circulate fundamentals video on, 187; Dot Round technique used by, 186; Engineer Efficiency practice by, 364–365; on The Giver discussion in classroom of, 315–316, 321, 328; Turn and Talk practice by, 326; Turn and Talk video on, 328

RDW (read-discuss-write) lesson sequence, 304, 306

Reading aloud: the challenges of, 172–173; Control the Game technique for, 172–183; expressive, 174–175; Harry Potter books for, 386ffg; importance of oral reading and, 174; Phantom of the Opera, 179; RDW (read-discuss-write) lesson sequence, 304, 306; reducing the transaction costs of, 177; video clips on, 178, 180

Reading lessons: accountable independent reading as part of, 182–183; Begin with the End technique for planning, 134–137; Break It Down used for The Outsider, 273–274; Break It Down used for White Fang, 269–270; Call and Response for, 267; content-based versus skills-based objectives for, 135–136; Control the Game technique for reading aloud, 172–183; Data-Driven and Data-Driving Cold Call used for, 260–261; Great Habits, Great Readers used in Uncommon Schools, 324, 373; hurdle rate and meaningful reading during, 180–181; I/We/You/I/We/You used in, 160; Meaghan Reuler’s fifth-grade reading packet, 55; No Opt Out video clip provided by Uncommon Schools on their, 100; no exclusivity arrangement with objectives of, 136–137. See also Direct instruction; Lesson packet designs

Reading Reconsidered (Lemov), 22

"Real science" loss, 346–347

Real think time, 247–248

Reflection and idea generation (RIG) activity, 205–206, 207

Reflection and Practice: on acting on the data to adjust lessons, 79–80; on building ratio, 276; on building ratio through discussion, 339; on building ratio through writing, 308; description and function of the, 21; on high academic expectations and academic ethos, 125–126; on high behavioral expectations, 421; on pacing, 231–232; on planning for success, 152–153; on student mastery data gathering techniques, 55. See also Practice; Questioning

Reject Self/Report technique: gathering data on student mastery using, 30–34; mini case studies on, 42ffg–43; Reflection and Practice question on, 55

Relationships: appreciating the power of, 20; Emotional Constancy strategy of distancing correction from, 440–441; Warm/Strict technique to build, 344, 438–439

Reliability of questions, 37–38

Renaissance Learning, 84

Research-driven teaching advice, 7

Resistance. See Student resistance

Restricted language code, 120–121

Reteach time strategy, 63–64

Reuler, Meaghan: Data-Driven and Data-Driving Cold Call used by, 260–261; fifth-grade reading packet designed by, 55; gathering data on evidence of incomplete mastery by, 59–60; Standardize the Format video clip with, 41, 60; Word of the Day packet by, 153

Review Now technique: accountability emphasis of, 359; Strong Start technique used with, 358–360

Ruffle, Annette, 224–225

RIG (reflection and idea generation) activity, 205–206, 207, 230

Right Is Right technique: back-pocket phrases to use with, 103–104; beyond holding out: more versions of, 104–107; holding out for all-the-way right version of, 101–102; setting high academic expectations using, 100–107; tips on scripting the, 102; video clips on, 104, 107

Rigor. See Academic Ethos

Rigor Checklist, 126, 127

"The Road Not Taken" (Frost), 78–79

Rochester Prep, 51, 400, 433

The Roller Coaster prop, 379

Roosevelt, Teddy, 321

Routines: definition of, 353; establishing efficient, 356–360; example of a classroom discussion with, 351–352; modeling and describing, 367; point-to-point movement used to teach, 366; providing students with practice to improve, 373–376; Reflection and Practice on, 377; Strategic Investment turning procedures into, 365–373; using suspense and surprise to break up, 445; tips for resetting procedures and, 371; Useful Tools on, 377–379. See also Procedures; Systems

Roxbury Prep (Boston), 68, 69, 144

Rubino, Michael, 392
Sci Academy (New Orleans), 50

Scripting: back-pocket phrases to use with Right Is Right technique, 103–104; Cold Call technique, 132; Culture of Error technique, 80; Expect error strategy, 81; Own and Track technique, 80; praise risk-taking strategy, 81; Right Is Right technique, 102; Withhold the answer strategy, 81. See also Language; Lesson packet designs; Sentences

See it in Action videos: Clip 1: Reject Self-Report, 33; Clip 2: Standardize the Format, 41, 60; Clip 3: Show Me, 48–49; Clip 4: Show Me, 50–51; Clip 5: Affirmative Checking, 51–52; Clip 6: Affirmative Checking, 53–54; Clip 7: Culture of Error, 66; Clip 9: No Opt Out, 93; Clip 10: No Opt Out, 100; Clip 11: No Opt Out, 100; Clip 12: No Opt Out, 100; Clip 15: Right Is Right, 107; Clip 17: Format Matters, 118; Clip 18: Format Matters, 121–122; Clip 19: Control the Game, 178; Clip 20: Control the Game, 180; Clip 21: Circulate, 187; Clip 22: Change the Pace, 207–208; Clip 24: Brighten Lines, 213; Clip 25: All Hands, 217; Clip 29: Wait Time, 245–246; Clip 30: Wait Time, 248–249; Clip 33: Cold Call, 252; Clip 38: Front the Writing, 307; Clip 39: Art of the Sentence, 289; Clip 40: Build Stamina, 303; Clip 41: Show Call, 292; Clip 44: Turn and Talk, 328; Clip 45: Turn and Talk, 330–331; Clip 46: Turn and Talk, 334–335; Clip 47: Strategic Investment, 368–369; Clip 48: Doug McCurry, 11–12; Clip 53: Radar/Be Seen Looking, 390; Clip 54: Radar/Be Seen Looking, 390; Clip 55: Radar/Be Seen Looking, 392; Clip 58: Least Invasive Intervention, 397; Clip 59: Least Invasive Intervention, 398–399; Clip 60: Least Invasive Intervention, 399; Clip 61: Least Invasive Intervention, 400; Clip 62: Least Invasive Intervention, 402; Clip 65: Art of the Consequence, 410; Clip 66: Art of the Consequence, 411–412; Clip 67: Strong Voice technique, 415–416; Clip 70: Positive Framing, 433; description of and how to use the, 21; how to access the, 21. See also Want More? videos

Self-awareness development, 32–33

Self-discipline: meaning of, 342; Wait Time solutions for challenges of, 278–279

Self-interrupt, 415–416

Self-monitoring: assessing by asking objective questions, 33–34; deliberate, 33; developing self-awareness through, 32–33; See it in Action: Clip 1 on, 33

Sentence starters: Habits of Discussion, 319–321, 339, 340; hand signals used with, 320–321; writing parameters and, 286–289


Setting academic expectations. See Academic Ethos

Settles, Aja, 373

Seven Myths About Education (Christodoulou), 148–149, 243

Shortest path: Double Plan technique used to create the, 147–149; as teaching goal, 147

Show Call technique: emphasize on accountable revision for effective use of, 294–295; low-tech version of, 298–299; offer objective-aligned praise when using, 435; planning your, 309; publicly showcasing and revising student writing using, 290–299; the take and the reveal moments when using, 297–298; three questions to ask about the, 292–294; video clips on using, 292, 299

Show Me technique: follow up Do Now with, 164; gathering data on student mastery using, 47–51; hand signals used with, 48; See it in Action clips used with, 48–49, 50–52; slates form of, 49–50; various settings of the, 13–14; Want More? clips used with, 49–50

Simplicity strategy (Engineer Efficiency), 362

Skills-based objectives, 135–136

Slates (Show Me technique), 49–50

Snider, Eric: Cal and Response with reading by, 267; Control the Game video on, 180; Turn and Talk in-cue used by, 326–327; Turn and Talk video on, 330–331

Snodgrass, Heather, 193

Socratic discussion, 336

Spear, Elizabeth George, 140

Specific errors tracking, 46–47

The Sprinkler dance move, 391

Standardize the Format technique: using Double Plan with, 40; gathering data on student mastery using, 39–45; Reflection and Practice question on, 55; Reject Self-Report mini cases used with, 42ff–43; standardize the (visual) field, 43–45

STAR/SLANT technique: Least Invasive Intervention technique used with, 397–398, 399; teaching baseline behaviors for learning using, 360–361

STORY (elements of a story), 167–168

Stoudt, Evan, 259

Strategic Investment technique: Do Now technique used with, 369; model and describe strategy for, 367; number the steps strategy for, 366; Positive Framing technique used with, 370; pretend practice strategy for, 368; turning procedure into routine using, 365–373; video clips on, 368–369, 370, 373

Strategically simplified practice, 368

Stretch It culture, 115–116

Stretch It question categories: ask for a better word or more precise expression, 110; ask for another way to answer, 109–110; ask for evidence, 110–111; ask how or why, 109; ask students to apply the same skill in new setting, 111; ask students to integrate a related skill, 111

Stretch It technique: building a Stretch It culture using the, 115–116; lesson objectives as part of the, 112; No Opt Out technique used with, 96, 99; setting high academic expectations using, 108–116; six categories of questions to use for, 109–111; transparency element of, 108, 115–116; version 2.0: prompting, 112–115; video clip on, 116
Students success: Begin with the End technique to plan for,

Strong Voice principles: do not engage, 416; exude quiet power, 414; self-interrupt and not talking over, 415–416; square up/stand still, 414; use a formal register, 413–414; use economy of language, 414

Strong Voice technique: affirming your authority using, 412–416

Double Post technique used with, 145; video clips on using, 415–416

Student answers: All Hands technique on managing and pacing, 214–220; Call and Response technique for answering in unison, 262–268; Emotional Constancy approach to responding to correct, 441–442; harder questions as reward for right answers, 108–111; managing responses when they come unprepared, 105–107; Wait Time allowing time for them thing about, 244–249. See also Cold Call technique; Discussion (Disc); Hand raising; Questioning

Student learning: academic Ethos importance to, 84–85; building a Culture of Error to facilitate, 25–26, 60–81; Emotional Constancy technique to promote, 92–93, 405, 439–442; Joy Factor technique to celebrate, 442–445; STAR/SLANT to teach baseline behavior for, 360–361, 397–398, 399; "teacher talk" that creates inactive, 148. See also Academic Ethos; Practice; Student success

Student mastery: At Bat technique to provide practice to achieve, 188–190; Begin with the End technique circling back to, 133; changing the lesson to respond to lack of, 25; example of gathering data on evidence of incomplete, 59–60; Name the Step to break down complex tasks into steps for, 164–169; Reflection and Practice for gathering data on, 55; student self-monitoring of, 32–34; teaching techniques for gathering data on, 29–55; the trouble with asking "Got it?" to assess, 31–32; Useful Tools for gathering data on, 55. See also Student success


Student resistance: Emotional Constancy technique to pushback, 92–93, 405, 439–442; Warm/Strict technique to reduce, 344, 438–439

Student success: Begin with the End technique to plan for, 132–137; Do It Again technique to promote, 374; Double Plan technique goal for, 62, 143–151; Emotional Constancy technique to promote, 92–93, 405, 439–442; Exit Ticket to end each class with assessing objectives, 190–193; 4M’s technique used for planning for, 137–140; how writing is tied to academic, 281–282; Post It technique used for planning for, 140–143; Reflection and Practice on planning for, 152–153; of teachers who close the achievement gap, 14; Tracking, Not Watching technique for tracking specific errors and, 46–47; Useful Tools for planning, 153. See also Achievement gaps; Student learning; Student mastery

Students: Affirmative Checking technique driven by, 54; assume the best of, 427–429, 448; building character and trust of, 425–449; Circulate technique strategies for engaging with, 185; Culture of Error to make it safe to be wrong, 25–26, 60–81; cutting off rally killers among, 219–220; do not make apologies for, 124–125; endemic questions asked about, 6; least invasive interventions for correcting, 395–403; managing hand raising by, 214–220; multiple gaps facing, 8; nurturing a “growth mindset” in, 116; praising risk-taking by, 71–72; “Pygmalion” study on impact of teacher expectations of, 89; reading aloud concerns of, 172–173; “real science” loss by unengaged, 346–347; self-monitoring by, 32–34; Show Call technique for showcasing writing by, 290–299; teaching them to pass their papers quickly, 11–12; transferring ownership of procedures to, 368, 370. See also Classroom behavior; Engagement

Success points tracking, 46–47

Suspense and surprise, 445

Switch (Heath and Heath), 9, 10

Synergy: Double Plan technique to take the shortest path and, 147–149; of the five principles of classroom culture, 445–446; lesson packet Checking for Understanding (CFU) with, 150–151; lesson packet pacing to create, 146–147

Systems: definition of, 352; example of a classroom discussion with, 351–352; Reflection and Practice on, 377; teaching techniques that support, 353–379; Useful Tools on routines, procedures, and, 377–379; what teachers systematize, 277, 278. See also Procedures; Routines

T

Take a Stand technique, Show Me used with, 48

Talk aspirations, 432, 449

Tan, Tenaida, 3

Targeted Questioning technique: Cold Call technique used to get the most out of, 36, 39; gathering data on student mastery using, 34–39; reliability and validity issues of, 37–39

Tarraf, Emilie, 407

Taubman, Mike, 416

Teach Like a Champion 2.0 (Lemov), 5–6

Teach Like a Champion (Lemov), 5, 18, 22, 451, 452

Teach Like a Champion social media channels, 22

Teach Like a Champion website, 21–22

“Teacher talk,” 148

Teachers: advice constantly being given to, 6–8; building student character and trust, 425–449; coming in every stripe and style, 5; “dance moves” around the classroom by, 390, 391–392; defining what works for, 14–17; Firm Calm Finess technique for classroom management by, 403–406; influence on classroom culture by, 346; managing their own tells, 70–71, 80; providing a common vocabulary to discuss tools used by, 4–5;
“Pygmalion” study on expectations of, 89; Radar/Be Seen Looking technique for preventing nonproductive behavior, 387–392; Virtuous Cycle response to teaching techniques by, 5, 13; “walk the circuit” practice by, 186–187; what they systematize in classrooms, 377, 378

Teaching: Double Plant technique for shortest path goal of, 147–149; endemic problems of, 5–6; endemic questions asked about, 6; three types of advice given to teachers on, 6–8. See also Instruction; Teaching techniques

Teaching advice: data-driven, 6–7; ideology-driven, 6; research-driven, 7

Teaching craft: providing tools to facilitate the, 3–4; teaching elements common to the, 3. See also Artofteaching

Teaching effectiveness: defining what works, 14–17; New York State Assessment Sixth-Grade Math Results (2011) measure of, 14–16; state test scores used to measure, 16

Teaching techniques: for acting on the data, 25, 59–81; the art of using the, 12; creating a common vocabulary to describe, 4–5; defining what works, 14–17; description and value of, 2, 20; for gathering data on student mastery, 29–55; as a means to results and not an end in themselves, 452; need for specific, concrete, and actionable, 8–10; origins and continued evolution of, 452; for planning, 131–153; for setting high academic expectations, 89–127; Virtuous Cycle response by teachers to new, 5, 13. See also specific technique; Teaching

Tells: bank of common, 80; description of poker, 70; teacher management of their own, 70–71

Thank you/please, 404

The Things They Carried (O’Brien), 282

Think ratio: description of, 19, 313; participation ratio versus, 234–235, 240–241; question delegation to boost, 338; video on teaching for, 241–242

Thinking inside the box, 321–323

Thinking outside the box, 321, 323

3–30–30 rule, 189–190

Threshold technique, 353–356

Time management: countdowns used for, 223–224; Every Minute Matters technique for, 224–229, 231; 3–30–30 rule for, 189–190; Turn and Talk precise time limits for, 329–330; Work the Clock technique for, 220–224, 231. See also Pacing

Timing the Name Cold Calling, 257–258

The Tiptoes dance move, 391

To Kill a Mockingbird (Lee): building ratio as part of the lesson on, 240–241; discussions on, 133, 153, 200; Maggie Johnson’s lesson packet on, 153, 228–229; Turn and Talk in-cue during discussion of, 326; Wait Time used during class discussion of, 245–246

Towne, Michael, 96

Tracking: Not Watching technique: Do Now technique used with, 47; gathering data on student mastery using, 45–47; Own and Track technique used with, 78; tracking specific errors and success points, 46–47

Transfer of ownership, 368, 370

Transparency: Cold Call technique, 252, 259; Control the Game technique, 179; Name the Steps technique, 166; procedures and routines, 371; Stretch It technique, 108, 115–116; 3–30–30 rule, 189–190; Wait Time technique, 248–249, 250, 277

Trapp, Jennifer, 268

Troy Prep Middle School (New York), 48, 292, 320

Troy Preparatory Charter School (New York), 14, 16, 48, 61, 93, 149, 149, 209, 227, 258, 262, 267, 326


Tsang, Chi, 201

Tuck Everlasting (Babbitt), 431

Turn and Talk technique: “after” activities used with the, 333–334; Art of the Sentence technique used with, 334; discussion (Disc) activity using, 206; getting full potential of, 12; including rigor as part of, 332–334; participation and think ratio using the, 242; planning guide for, 339; for short contained pair discussions, 324–335; video clips on, 328, 330–331, 334–335

Twitter: Doug Lemov on, 22; Teach Like a Champion on, 22

Two Snaps, Two Stomps prop, 379

Unbundling strategy: All Hands, 218; Cold Call, 254–255

Uncommon Schools: Cold Calling used by the teachers of, 258; description of, the, 13; Great Habits, Great Readers used in reading trainings by, 324, 373; No Opt Out video clip on reading training provided by, 100; question delegation strategy used in, 338; Teach Like a Champion team at, 10; teaching techniques originating from informal document within, 452; Troy Preparatory Charter School (Troy, New York) of the, 14, 16; video montage of teachers using crisp clean starts and finishes made by, 213

Universal language, 404

University of Michigan, 5

Useful Tools: for acting on the data and Culture of Error, 80–81; for building ratio, 276–278; for building ratio through discussion, 339–340; for building ratio through writing, 309; description and how to use and access the, 21; for gathering data on student mastery, 55; for high behavioral expectations, 422; for pacing, 332; for planning for success, 153; for setting high academic expectations and academic ethos, 126–127

Vailsburg Elementary (North Star Academy), 334, 364

Validity of questions, 38–40

van Dooren, Carla, 185

Vargas, Yasmin, 324

Vera, Suzanne, 375–376

Verrilli, Beth, 121–122
Verrilli, Jamey, 226, 355–356
Video clips. See See It in Action videos; Want More? videos
Virtuous Cycle, 5, 13

W
Wait Time technique: for allowing students time to think before answering, 244–249; Cold Call technique used with, 259; four steps for using, 246–248; handy solutions for self-discipline challenges, 276–278; transparency element of, 248–249, 250, 277; video clips on using, 245–246, 248–249
"Walk the circuit" practice, 186–187
Want More? videos: Clip 5: Name the Steps, 167; Clip 12: Targeted Questioning, 39; Clip 13: Right Is Right, 104; Clip 14: Right Is Right, 104; Clip 16: Stretch It, 116; Clip 22: Show Me, 49; Clip 26: Work the Clock, 222; Clip 31: Wait Time, 249; Clip 34: Cold Call, 262; Clip 35: Call and Response, 268; Clip 36: Call and Response, 268; Clip 37: Pepper, 275; Clip 42: Culture of Error, 65; Clip 42: Show Call, 299; Clip 43: Habits of Discussion, 324; Clip 49: Strategic Investment, 373; Clip 50: Strategic Investment, 373; Clip 51: Art of the Consequence, 409; Clip 51: Do It Again, 376; Clip 52: demonstrating high behavioral expectations, 384; Clip 56: Make Compliance Visible, 394; Clip 56: Show Me, 49; Clip 57: Make Compliance Visible, 394; Clip 64: Firm Calm Finesse, 406; Clip 66: Culture of Error, 66; Clip 68: Strong Voice technique, 416; Clip 69: Strong Voice technique, 416; Clip 71: Precise Praise, 437; Clip 72: Precise Praise, 437; Clip 74: Joy Factor, 445; Clip 75: Joy Factor, 445; description and function of the, 21; how to access the, 21; various settings of the, 13–14. See also See It in Action videos
Warm-up activity, 161–164
Warm/Strict technique: class management using, 344; sending message of high expectations and respect using, 438–439
TheWatsonsGotoBirmingham,1963(Curtis),260–261
WestBriarMiddleSchool(Houston),241
What to Do technique: 2.0 version of, 419–420; case study rewrite of, 422; Check for understanding (CFU) technique used with, 419–420; Double Plan technique use of color-coding handouts of, 147; Positive Framing technique used with, 427; specific directions telling students what to do using, 417–420
Whisper correction, 402
WhiteFang(London),269–270
Williams, Darryl: Format Matters video clip on, 118; No Opt Out version 1.0: getting it right by, 91–93
Williamsburg Collegiate (Brooklyn), 146, 321
TheWitchofBlackbirdPond(Speare),140
WithAllDueRespect(Morrish),342
Withhold the answer strategy: Culture of Error technique, 68–70; example phrases for using the, 81
Without Apology technique: apologies for content, 122–124; apologies for students, 124–125
Wooden, John, 18
Word of the Day packet, 153
Wordsworth, William, 122
Work the Clock technique: countdowns used for, 223–224; set goals for, 222; show the clock strategy for, 220–221; time management using, 220–224, 231; use specific times and odd increments strategy for, 221–222; video clip on using the, 222
Worrell, Art, 275
Worrell, Juliana, 367, 373
Writing: academic success tied to amount of quality of, 281–282; ADW (activity-discuss-write) lesson sequence of, 304, 306; RDW (read-discuss-write) lesson sequence of, 304, 306; teaching techniques for building ratio through, 282–309; Turn and Talk whole-class guided discussion and, 334
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